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 During the month that we did the duck
hunt, we found that it was the highest our
tip-out had ever been! We thought about
the idea of “duck hunting” based on the
crime scenario with ducks! Interacting with
the ducks located in different places,
served as the duck problem as the victim,
the finder, and the potential offender, the
duck, was created. It promoted our campus
motto“see something, say something” which
was a direct influence of this. 

“SEE SOMETHING SAY
SOMETHING.” 2.

This year, Paris High’s
Crimestoppers thought of a way
to get school-wide community
involvement and educate people
about different crime situations.
Our idea? Why a duck-hunt of
course! By enlisting the help of
our fellow Crimestoppers officer
committee to hide ducks across
the campus and set reward
pricing for the rarer ducklings, it
gave us a chance to meet
individuals whom we wouldn’t
have thought to meet before.



3.
With the start of the new year, I
was able to witness lots of
different ideas that could have
been incorporated into our
program. Learning about mental
health, how to manage it, and how
to prevent fatal mental issues,
gave a lot of clarity to what
others could be going through. 

IDEAS OF CS

One of the big questions asked at our school
is “What even is Crimestoppers?”, “Do y’all
just snitch?”, “Why isn’t Crimestoppers, an
organization that should be praised by our
community, not widely known?” We’ve
realized that not everyone at our school is
presently aware of the Crimestoppers
program, but by doing community outreach,
our program has become conscious of us.
Despite, low-lying circumstances, we are
slowly building back up our program after
our primary Crimestoppers program, Lamar
County Crimestoppers, was previously
disbanded. Now with our newly started
Crimestoppers program, Northeast Texas
Crimestoppers, we have been able to
jumpstart a very long road ahead of us and
we are all the more prepared for it!

WHAT IS CS?4.

INVEST IN THE
FUTURE #PROUD
TO BE A WILDCAT


